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Special Issue
MMSD considers it important to provide its bulletin readers with an update on the
direction in which the Project is going and on what it foresees for its following and
final year. These are reflected in the following special issue of the MMSD Bulletin.
What is MMSD Producing?
How Is the Final Report to Be Constructed?
Challenges and Opportunities Facing the Minerals Sector in its Contribution to the
Transition to Sustainable Development

WHAT IS MMSD PRODUCING?
MMSD believes that the relationships it has been building for the past ten months –
and will continue to build during its remaining life span – are one of its most
important products. They are essential to assembling the Project’s Final Report as
well as laying the foundations for its findings to be carried out in the longer term.
Each stage of the minerals cycle involves a variety of actors with diverse priorities
and concerns and, in many cases, a history of conflict. Clearly, the depth of the
engagement necessary to understand and probe these conflicting views can only come
about by building relationships with as many of the key actors as is feasible within the
Project’s time and budget limits. Indeed, simply identifying them is a significant task
and doing so a valuable accomplishment.
Therefore, MMSD will continue to work at building relationships among these many
actors with the goal of developing and enriching its reports. At the same time, the
Project will strive to cultivate these relationships in a way that can be carried forward
by the numerous parties after the Project ends. Needless to say, the value of these
relationships will continue to grow to the extent that all can see the potential for
positive outcomes in them.
MMSD’s concrete outputs – a series of working papers and the Final Report – will be
informed by the knowledge these relationships yield.
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•

Working Papers. Regional reports, individual research papers, workshop
proceedings and other documents will benefit from the continued input from
diverse viewpoints and expertise in the form of peer review panels, larger
workshops or extensive multistakeholder discussions. A number of these will be
published and distributed as MMSD Working Papers because of their value in and
of themselves and as a source of detail beyond the summary approach of the Final
Report.

•

Final Report. In its Final Report MMSD intends not only to document the state
of the mining and minerals sector from the perspective of the transition to
sustainable development but also to propose an agenda for future change in that
direction.

HOW IS THE FINAL REPORT TO BE CONSTRUCTED?
Given MMSD’s scope and limited life span, it is unreasonable to expect
groundbreaking original research on specific narrow topics. The insights a project of
this type can generate will come instead through creating a synthesis of this enormous
range of information, to try to identify – not necessarily solve – key problems and
trade-offs. The Final Report will not be an ‘engineer’s report’ or an ‘economist’s
report’ but an interdisciplinary effort drawing on many fields of expertise. If there is
excellence it will come from the quality of integration of this diverse information
base.
At the base level, the Final Report will concern itself with the spectrum of issues that
makes up the sustainable development agenda in this sector. The list is a long one,
and ranges from energy use to human rights to water quality to local economic
problems. These many issues will have to be clustered in a manageable number of
groups so that they can be made the focus of individual projects or consultations, then
to be grouped into eight focus areas or key “dilemmas” (see below).
Having set such aims, MMSD is trying to keep in mind its limitations. For one thing,
the Project realises it cannot engage as deeply as would be desirable with every
stakeholder community around the mining and minerals sector. For reasons of
accuracy, fairness and balance, the Project will focus on those areas where it can
achieve the most engagement with relevant actors, while doing its best to
acknowledge and describe issues falling outside that area, perhaps calling attention to
future needs, but not writing prescriptions for people who are not at the table.
Moreover, MMSD recognises that the Final Report will not be able to deal with all the
myriad issues and problems around the sector. Rather, its purpose is strategic: to try to
see through this cloud of concerns to a manageable number of strategic issues.
The Final Report will be presented in preliminary draft to the Assurance Group in
November 2001. A draft report will be made available in December 2001 to allow
opportunities to comment on, discuss, and propose changes to it. It will be published
in March 2002.
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CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FACING THE
MINING AND MINERALS SECTOR IN ITS
CONTRIBUTION TO THE TRANSITION TO
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
MMSD proposes that the dilemmas beneath these questions be debated and
strategically outlined so they can be turned into keys for action leading to change.
Even though these are not the only problems affecting the sector, MMSD hopes that
this set of questions cuts across most of the major challenges. These dilemmas are
where MMSD will focus its efforts in the coming months and from where its principal
outcomes will emerge.

1. Can the Industry Assure its Own Long-Run Sustainability?
Mining and metals companies worldwide are facing a set of serious financial
challenges while at the same time they are required to take on board a broad range of
new problems and issues. Access to capital is becoming more difficult for much of the
industry. How can the industry succeed in these conditions?
To what extent are all these forces creating a new industry structure and what will that
look like? To what extent does this broader agenda imply higher costs? If there are
higher costs, where is the money to come from to pay them in a highly competitive
market?
2. To What Extent Can the Industry Drive Development of National
Economies?
Developing countries are competing for mineral investment by liberalising mining
codes and conditions of investment. If taxes are lowered, free investment without a
mandatory government share of the enterprise becomes the rule, and royalties are
decreased, how can the industry be a strong contributor to economic development at
the national level?
How effective have governments been in employing their share of mineral revenues,
however derived, for development? Is the “resource curse” experience avoidable with
appropriate public policies? Are there capacity issues? What role, if any, does
corruption play?
If the industry is to promote development by stimulating additional private investment
– through upstream linkages, downstream linkages, or by creating social infrastructure
– how effective has it been in doing this? Can its contribution be more effective? If
so, through what kinds of policies?
Is the ability to succeed at the national level constrained by problems of North-South
equity and terms of trade? How can smaller companies and artisanal miners contribute
in this framework?
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3. How Can the Industry Best Contribute to Broad Economic and Social

Development at the Community Level?
Even if the minerals sector is assumed to be helpful to national economies, it does not
necessarily imply that it is an effective motor of social and economic development at
the local level. Indeed, large mining operations are consistently reducing the amount
of direct employment per unit of production, and there is evidence that indirect
employment and purchases from local economies are also falling. Some companies
have also been accused of complicity in human rights abuses in their host countries.
Given these trends, how can mineral development promote effective and long-term
sustainable economic development at the local or community level? How can it
ensure benefits are shared and distributed equitably in the local community, and do so
without marginalising local government? Where do the boundaries of responsibility
lie for social development between the companies and government? How can
companies ensure that they are respecting the protection of human rights in their
operations? How can small-scale mining’s contribution to sustainable livelihoods be
maximised?
4. How Can the Industry Improve its Environmental Record?
Mining moves more physical material than any other human activity. There is a
considerable degree of environmental risk associated with most mining and impacts
are spread over large areas. Some of the negative impacts on the landscape and the
human environment, such as acid generation, can effectively be permanent. While
some segments of the minerals industries, governments, and others are much more
conscious of these issues, effective sector-wide management of these problems is
hardly universal and there is still no consensus on what the ultimate targets need to be.
In addition, there is no clear direction on what to do about legacy issues –
contamination from past operations – which continue to affect both the environment
and attitudes toward the industry.
What are the options for dealing with wastes produced during a mine’s operation?
What is the state of environmental planning and design for closure and rehabilitation,
and what are the technologies/practices available? Who takes responsibility for
abandoned sites? What is the pollution intensity of refining and processing methods
and what mechanisms are being developed for improvement? What progress has been
made in improving health and safety conditions for workers and nearby communities?
To what extent are environmental standards negotiable?
5. What are the Ground Rules for Land: its Management, Access, Control

and Use?
World population is growing and demand for many minerals is growing faster than
the population. This increases both the need to find a place to produce minerals and
the demand for land for other uses, including conservation of biological diversity.
Political liberalisation, the new global information regime, and more open societies
have placed a premium on consensus choices regarding the use of land, rather than
imposed solutions. Uncertainty over the ability to access land for mineral
development imposes serious risks on industry. Many other actors, including local
communities and indigenous peoples, also have vital interests in how land is used and
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who makes the decisions. In many cases, legal regimes are unclear, contradictory, and
poorly administered.
Who decides where mining is permitted? On what basis are these decisions taken?
How are those who must make way compensated and resettled? How can competing
needs and rights be balanced in land use decisions?
6. How Can We Ensure that Future Markets and Consumption Patterns

are Compatible with a Sustainable World?
Current patterns of metals consumption face a growing number of sustainability
challenges. These include efforts to improve the efficiency of metals use (the ecoefficiency agenda), to reduce hazards to people and the environment (the risk
reduction agenda) and to close the materials loop (the waste minimisation and re-use
agenda). All of these challenges are deeply intertwined, and have multiple social and
economic implications in terms of industrial development, employment and
community well being. Furthermore, there is a strong global dimension to these issues
– not only in terms of multilateral initiatives (such as the Basel Convention), but also
in terms of unilateral actions to restrict or ban the use of metals and minerals in
various parts of the world for environmental and health reasons.
Addressing these challenges is hampered in many instances by insufficient analysis
and a lack of processes that build confidence and trust between government, business,
civil society and the scientific community on both method and objectives. If metals
and minerals are to be part of a sustainable future, we need to focus on new models of
how to produce, process, use, recycle, and dispose of them. Is there a single answer
for all minerals or are there a variety of answers? How does the structure of the
industry assist or hamper the process of transition?
7. How Can We Keep Pace with the Information Revolution and Ensure

Meaningful Access to Information for All Stakeholders?
The generation of information, and the process by which it is communicated, play a
key role in building or undermining trust and the ability to negotiate effectively.
Recognising this, there has been an explosion of initiatives and requirements designed
to build transparency, require disclosure and build confidence. It is not clear that all of
these generate benefits commensurate with the cost of generating the information.
There is a strong need for building a shared understanding of the role of information
in creating a solid basis for sustainable development. What information needs to be
gathered in the mining and minerals sector? Who needs to gather it? Who should pay
the costs of doing so? With whom and how is it shared?

8. What Should Be the Administrative Relationships, Roles,
Responsibilities and Performed Standards of the Key Actors in a More
Sustainable Future?
An increasing number of investors want to be able to distinguish companies who
perform well in environmental and social dimensions from those who do not. An
increasing number of consumers are looking for ways to ensure that their purchases
are produced in ways consistent with sustainable development principles, or at least
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have some confidence that the product is not associated with human rights violations,
exploitation of labour or environmental abuses. Companies who feel they are doing
well in these areas would like to differentiate their products or their shares in the
market from companies who are not performing well. Governments and communities
want to know with which companies they should choose to transact.
In the era of globalisation, it has become clear that national governments must be part
of the solution and that they cannot be the whole solution. They have limited
territorial jurisdiction; many of them are not equipped to cope with the speed at which
capital moves in modern global markets; many of them lack the capacity to serve as
effective counterweights to powerful corporate actors.
There is a growing need for sets of broadly accepted criteria for performance that
reflects differences between regions and scale of operations, widely accepted
institutions capable of making some independent judgement as to whether the criteria
have been met, and some sort of system of positive or negative incentives to meet
them. The demand for such systems is evident from the fact that so many sources are
now promoting one or another solution: sustainability indexes for investors,
certification systems for buyers, guidelines for lenders, the Global Compact, proposed
treaties, export credit agency guidelines, human rights guidelines, labour rights
conventions, World Bank standards, a World Environment Agency, and many others.
Which if any of these is a way forward in the minerals industries? Is there any
possibility of convergence?

If you experience any difficulty accessing MMSD materials, on our website or otherwise, please
contact us at mmsd@iied.org or by post at MMSD, 1A Doughty Street, London WC1N 2PN, UK
What is MMSD?
Initiated by the World Business Council for Sustainable Development, MMSD is an independent
process of participatory analysis aimed at “identifying how mining and minerals can best contribute to
the global transition to sustainable development.” MMSD is a two-year project designed to produce
concrete results during this period, and to create structures capable of being carried forward thereafter.
A key product will be a Project’s Final Report to be presented in draft in late 2001.
An invitation to participate
MMSD is an ambitious venture that depends on the active involvement of civil society, companies,
government, the research community and many others for its success. If you would like to receive
copies of past or future Project Bulletins, or have any other enquiries, please contact us at:
mmsd@iied.org

If you would like to be removed from our News Bulletin mailing list please let us know by writing
to us at mmsd@iied.org.
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